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３次元形状を考慮した山体の振動特性に関する数値シミュレーション
Simulation of three-dimensional vibrational characteristics of mountains
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Natural frequencies of soil and buildings are controlled by their physical property and regarded as one of fundamental char-
acteristics in their vibration. We usually can identify a natural frequency from a largest peak of spectrum of vibration data.
However, identification of a natural period is sometimes difficult for a building with a three-dimensionally complex shape. Ko-
jima (2013) focused on the natural frequency of Mt. Fuji, from an analysis based on microtremor observation data and interpreted
the vibration characteristics from finite element analysis[1]. However, many mountains existing in Japan have mountain-range
shape such as Tateyama Mountain range and Yatsugatake Mountain. It is considered that their natural frequencies are more
complex than a mountain with single-peaked shape such as Mt.Fuji.

In this research, I simulated vibration of various mountains with different shapes using finite element method (FEM). I firstly
conducted FEM analysis using an elastic mountain models with simple three-dimensional shapes considering mountain range.
Natural frequency for the mountain range model differs from single peak mountain model indicating large effects of three-
dimensional shapes. I next conducted FEM analysis for vibration characteristics of mountain model with real shapes of Mt.
Yatsugatake based on the digital elevation data. The results show that natural frequencies in long-side and short-side directions
are different from each other. And vibration modes are also different between in higher and lower locations. This clearly indi-
cated that sensor direction and installation site must be carefully oriented in a field observation of vibration in Mt. Yatsugatake.
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